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Reviewing AMR’s
n A more abstract labeled dependency tree 

q w/out function words

q many nouns/adjectives have predicate-argument 

structures as well as verbs

q wikified NE’s

q abstract discourse relations (& have-rel…)

q interpretation of modality and negation 

q “some” implicit arguments/relations

q AND equivalence relations for coreference –

makes it a graph.



Challenges AMR doesn’t address

n Sense distinctions and semantic similarity
n Metonymy, Metaphors, new usages
n Implicit arguments
n Tense and Aspect
n Logic

q Singular/Plural, Definite/Indefinite
n Temporal and causal relations between 

events



Sense Distinctions AMR makes

n call.02 He calls me every day at 8am and 5pm.
n call.03   Secretary of State Baker , in a foreign 

policy speech , called for the reunification of 
Germany. 

n AMR makes the same distinctions PropBank 
makes.



AMR=PB: Single rooted structures, 
abstracts away from surface syntax
n [T] A little girl looks like a woman.
(s / look-02

:ARG0 (g / girl)
:ARG1 (w / woman)

n [H] A little girl looks at a woman.
(s / look-01

:ARG0 (g / girl)
:ARG1 (w / woman)



Trickier distinctions…

n take-vpc-v
q take.11: obtain (“take out a pencil, take out an 

ad”)
q take.26: project anger (“take it out on her”)
q take.27: kill (“take out the enemy”)
q take.28: vacation (“take out a year”)

n take has 256 multi-word expressions



39 more MWE’s  for “take”

n TAKE A CHILL
TAKE A HIT
TAKE A POWDER
TAKE ABACK
TAKE ADVANTAGE
TAKE AFTER
TAKE BACK
TAKE CARE
TAKE DOWN
TAKE FOR GRANTED
TAKE HOME
TAKE IN VAIN
TAKE IN CHARGE
TAKE ISSUE
TAKE IT EASY
TAKE ITS/HIS/HER TOLL



Semantic similarity

Stock prices rose precipitously.
The stock market leapt ahead.

n Rise can refer to an increase of a scalar value
n Leaping ahead can metaphorically do the same.
n Stock market comprises stocks with prices.

n Vector representations as feature values?



Metonymy  
n Introduction of understood, but not explicitly mentioned concepts:

Gas could go to $ 10 a gallon

(p / possible
:domain (g / go.01

:ARG1 (t / thing
:ARG2-of (p2 / price-01

:ARG1 (g4 / gas
:quant (v2 / volume-quantity

:unit (g5 / gallon)
:quant 1))))

:ARG4 (m2 / monetary-quantity
:unit (d2 / dollar)
:quant 10)))

When to do it?



Multi-sentence AMRs
n We add information about which words 

refer to the same thing, how events
relate to each other on a timeline, chains 
of cause and effect between events, and 
other kinds of rich information needed for 
understanding. 
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Implicit Arguments
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More on implicit arguments
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More on implicit arguments
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Adding Tense and Aspect – English
UMR NSF proposal – Uniform Meaning Representation
Xue, Croft, Palmer, Pustejovsky

n Iterative Aspect – occurs repeatedly
q The light was flashing in the distance.

n Semelfactive Aspect – occurs once*
q The light flashed in the distance.

*can also have an iterative interpretation



Adding Tense and Aspect

Semelfactive and Iterative Aspect in 8 languages

specific formal structures, where those formal structures are defined in a cross-linguistically valid way. For
example, the English predicate nominal construction uses a copula strategy, where‘copula’is defined in
cross-linguistically valid terms as a (usually free) morpheme, distinct from the object concept word, that is
part of the predication. Constructions are universal, in fact universal by definition, since human languages
are general-purpose communication systems. Strategies are language-specific, or more precisely, not nec-
essarily universal; English uses a copula strategy in its predicate nominal construction, but many languages
do not.

In order to achieve cross-linguistic uniformity, UMR needs to be able to abstract away from language-
specific strategies and provide a uniform meaning representation for the same construction across lan-
guages. One property that makes AMRparticularly attractive as a basis for developing the cross-linguistically
valid UMR is the fact that it already abstracts away from these language-specific strategies. Rather than
relying on word order, case marking and agreement, semantic relations such as those between a predi-
cate and its arguments are instead represented directly with a finite set of semantic categories, such as the
prototypical agent (Arg0), patient (Arg1), and Instrument. As word order and other grammatical strategies
account for much of the variation across languages, this makes AMR more portable across languages, as
we have shown in our preliminary AMR annotation in Chinese and Czech [146, 90, 10]. The way AMR gen-
eralizes over sentences that have the same meaning or function but have different grammatical realizations
in the same language or in different languages is an important property that we want to preserve in UMR. In
the meantime, we want to enhance UMR to include essential meaning elements such as tense, aspect, and
plurality that AMR does not currently represent. These essential elements will be represented as features
on the concept nodes in the UMR graph.

A difference in meaning among certain verbs serves to illustrate how the same semantic distinction in
different languages is represented in a similar way in UMR. Verbs of light and sound emission (flash, squeak)
and of certain other semantic classes can be construed as describing a single brief action (a single flash),
called the semelfactive construal, or a construal of repeated successive occurrences (multiple flashes in a
row), called the iterative construal. Table 1 illustrates how this semantic contrast is expressed in eight of the
languages we want to validate UMR on.

language Semelfactive (∗ Interative also possible) Interative only
English The light flashed in the distance ∗ The light was flashing in the distance
Spanish La luz destelló a lo lejos.∗ La luz destellaba a lo lejos.

the light flash.PERF in the distance the light flash.IMPF in the distance
Mandarin 灯 在 远处 闪 了 ∗ 灯 在 远处 一闪一闪 的

light in far_away_place flash ASP light in far_away_place flash.RDP DE
Arabic baraqa Al-D~aw’u Ean buEodK yaboruqu Al-D~aw’u Ean buEodK

flash.PERF the-light.nom about distance.gen flash.IMPF the-light.NOM about distance.GEN
Hindi bijili door per chamki bijili doori per chamak rahi thi

light distance LOC flash light distance LOC flash PROG be.PST
Czech Světlo bliklo v dálce Světlo blikalo v dálce

light flash.SML in distance light flash.IMPF in distance
Kukama kanata tsene amutse kanata tsene-ka amutse

light flash far_away light flash.ITER far_away
Arapaho 3eb-iihi’ nih-be’e-3ee-noo’oo-’ 3eb-iihi’ nih-bee-be’e-3ee-noo’oo-’

distance-PART PST-red-light-INCH-0s distance-PART PST-RDP-red-light-INCH-0s

Table 1: Semelfactive and iterative aspect in eight languages

The languages express the semantic contrast between the semelfactive and iterative (repeated action)
interpretations in different ways, lexically and grammatically. Lexically, in Hindi, Kukama-Kukamiria and
Arapaho, the basic verb form has the semelfactive meaning. In English, Mandarin and Spanish (for some
speakers), the basic verb form in the simplest construction has either meaning, although the semelfac-
tive meaning is the default. Only Czech treats the repeated action construal as the meaning of the basic
verb form, deriving the semelfactive with a suffix -nou (not apparent in the past tense form in the table).
Grammatically, all of the languages have a construction that unambiguously expresses repeated action.
But Mandarin and Arapaho express the repeated action via reduplication (repetition of all or part of the verb
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Adding Iterative Aspect w/ Features

Iterative Aspect in English

form), and Kukama-Kukamiria expresses repeated action by a derivational suffix on the verb. English, Span-
ish and Hindi derive the repeated action interpretation by placing the verb in the progressive or imperfect
construction, which is used for actions extended over time. But in all cases, the semantic distinction can be
represented in a uniform manner across languages, as illustrated in Figure 4, which shows the repeated ac-
tion interpretation in eight languages. The same relations (Arg1,Location) and features (past,iterative,plural)
are used in all eight languages. Replacing the “iterative” feature with “semelfactive”, we would get the UMRs
for the semelfactive interpretation.

flash-01: past,iterative

light: singular distance

Arg1 Location

(a) English

闪-01: past,iterative

路灯: singular 远处

Arg1 Location

(b) Chinese

blikat-01:past,iterative

Světla: singular dálka

Arg1 Location

(c) Czech
destellarí-01:past,iterative

luz: singular lejos

Arg1 Location

(d) Spanish

chamk-01:past,iterative

bijli: singular doori

Arg1 Location

(e) Hindi

tsene-01:past,iterative

kanata: singular amutse

Arg1 Location

(f) Kukama
baraq-u-01:past,iterative

dạw’: singular buEod

Arg1 Location

(g) Arabic

be’e-3ee:past,iterative

0s: singular 3eb

Arg1 Location

(h) Arapaho

Figure 4: Uniform meaning representation for the same construction

Cross-linguistic uniformity does not mean the same inventory of concepts will be used for all languages
in the sense of early research on Interlingua [101, 46, 45, 71] for Machine Translation purposes. Rather, the
goal of UMR is to factor out what is common for all languages from what is specific to each language. As the
examples in Figure 4 show, UMR can use a combination of language-specific concepts (usually concrete
concepts) and a shared inventory of abstract concepts, features, and relations for all languages (highlighted
in red). UMR can represent cross-linguistic commonalities in a uniform manner while allowing linguistic
variations. Working out this set of abstract concepts, features, and relations, which will constitute the UMR
specification, will be one of the main research activities of the proposed project. In addition, we will also
develop annotation procedures that will be used to guide the annotation of each language independently,
without consulting other languages. While acknowledging that this is a highly challenging undertaking, we
are confident that it is feasible, drawing our confidence from our knowledge of linguistic typology, as well as
our experience in performing significant amounts of AMR annotation in English, Chinese, and Czech.

Validating UMR on typologically diverse languages We adopt a “two-tier” approach to validation of
UMR on a typologically diverse set of languages. Languages in the first “tier” include English, Chinese, and
Czech, and they will be used not only to validate the cross-lingual applicability of UMR, but also to produce
a significant amount of UMR-annotated data to train UMR-based tools that will be used in downstream
applications. We chose these three languages because significant amounts of data annotated with AMR
or similar meaning representations already exist for them. We commit to updating at least 250K words
of data in each of the three languages to our UMR standard via automatic conversion and revision. The
Colorado team, will be responsible for revising existing English AMRs [3] to our UMR standard. For Chinese,
Nianwen Xue’s group at Brandeis University, in an on-going project jointly with Nanjing Normal University,
has already annotated over 100K words of Chinese AMRs [90], and we plan to revise this data to comply with
the proposed UMR standard. We expect to bring the total to at least 250K words by the second year of this
PIRE collaboration. For Czech, over 1M words of the Prague Dependency TreeBank has been annotated
with tecto-grammatical (TG) “deep syntax” [66], and University of Colorado and Charles University have
done preliminary work on converting tecto-grammatical annotation to AMR. During the PIRE collaboration,
Charles University will work with the University of Colorado to convert and revise at least 250K words of
the TG-annotated data to UMR. The UMR annotated data in these three languages will be used to train
UMR-based meaning representation parsers that will be used as a critical component for IE applications
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Formal Logic – thanks to Lauri Kartunen, 
AMR-CCG  2015 workshop at Boulder
not every

191. Not every one has had a friend . (lpp_1943.191)

(h / have-03 :polarity -
:ARG0 (e / everyone)
:ARG1 (p / person

:ARG0-of (h2 / have-rel-role-91
:ARG1 e
:ARG2 (f / friend))))



Formal Logic -

191. Not every one has had a friend . (lpp_1943.191)

AMR gives us:
∀e, ∃f s.t.
~have(e,f) /\ friend(e,f) /\ person(e) /\ person(f)

Should Be:
∃e, ∀ f s.t.
~have(e,f) /\ friend(e,f) /\ person(e) /\ person(f) 



Have a friend?

n But really, “have a friend” is a type of light 
verb construction, = Not everyone has been 
befriended.

n ∃e, ∀ f s.t.
~befriend(f,e) /\person(e) /\ person(f) 



Adding Scope for UMR’s – James 
Pustejovsky, TLT, Jan, 2017
n Scope
n Negation raising
n Negation Lowering
n Interactions between quantifiers and negation 

– scope ambiguities



Discussion about argument 
instantiation
n Predicates applied to arguments where the 

arguments are existentially quantified 
variables with widest possible scope, ranging 
over a universe of possible individuals. 

n Singular/Plural, Definite/Indefinite
n Skolemization?
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Negation Raising – argument to 
predicate

Negation Raising (Argument-to-predicate)

f/find.01

- s/survivor

polarity Arg1

Figure: Negation raising: ”No survivors were found”

Pustejovsky Quantifier Scope in UMR

Pustejovsky, TLT, 2017



Negation Lowering – argument to 
predicate Pustejovsky, TLT, 2017

Negation Lowering

w/want-01

we r/revitalize-01

n/nation a/and

t/try-01

t2/tribulate-00-

Arg0 Arg1

Arg0

Arg1 instrument

op1
op2polarity

Figure: “We don’t want to revitalize the nation through trials and
tribulation”

Pustejovsky Quantifier Scope in UMR



Qantifier/Negation Interaction
Pustejovsky, TLT, 2017

∀x [ student (x)  
→ 
�∃e [fail(e, x) ]]

Interaction between quantifiers and negation

scope

fail.01

- student

every

Pred

Arg2

Arg1

polarity Arg0

mod

Figure: ”every student did not fail”

∀x[student(x)→ ¬∃e[fail(e, x)]]

Pustejovsky Quantifier Scope in UMR



Qantifier/Negation Interaction
Pustejovsky, TLT, 2017

∃e,∃x
[ student (x)  
∧
�fail(e, x) ]

Interaction between quantifiers and negation

scope

fail.01

- student

every

Pred

Arg1

Arg2

polarity Arg0

mod

Figure: ”every student did not fail”

∃x∃e[student(x) ∧ [fail(e, x)]

Pustejovsky Quantifier Scope in UMR



Example: polarity propagation –
Cleo’s 2008 Georgetown talk

n “Ed did not forget to force Dave to leave.”

n “Dave left.”



Ed

Dave

subj

objsubj comp

comp

comp

subj

not

force

Dave

leave

forget

Ed

+

-

+

+

subj

Dave

leave

Cleo’s 2008 Georgetown talk



“Ed did not forget to force Dave to leave.”

(f / forget-01 :polarity -
:ARG0 (p / person 

:name (n / name :op1 ”Ed"))
:ARG1 (f1 / force-01

:ARG0 (p
:ARG1 (l / leave-01

:ARG1 (p1 / person
:name (n / name :op1 ”Dave”))



Summary

n AMRs provide a useful framework for 
capturing semantic representations

n They already map readily across languages
n They can be extended to be more compatible 

with formal logic
n Adding feature values for missing elements 

such as Singular/Plural and Tense and 
Aspect can enhance their ability to capture 
cross-linguistic generalizations



For inferencing, what are the most
effective representations for:
n Sense distinctions and semantic similarity?
n Metonymy, Metaphors, new usages?
n Additional implicit arguments?
n Constructions?
n Tense and Aspect?
n Logic [Scope; Sing/Plural; Definite/Indefinite]?
n Temporal and causal relations between events?
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